Escherichia coli gpt as a positive and negative selectable marker in embryonal stem cells.
Transfection of HPRT- L fibroblasts with a plasmid containing two linked selectable markers genes, gpt and neo, regulated by the same eukaryotic control elements, yielded a 6-fold higher transfection frequency on selection for neo than for gpt. Transfection of HPRT- embryonal stem (ES) cells with the same plasmid yielded high levels of transfectants when selected for neo expression with G418, but a level of transfection greater than two orders of magnitude lower was observed when HAT supplemented medium was used to select for gpt expression. Selection for gpt expression in ES cells with medium containing mycophenolic acid and xanthine gave slightly higher frequencies of transfection, but still considerably lower than that for neo selection. In addition, mycophenolic acid exhibited a general cytotoxicity to ES cells with the window between toxicity of this compound to gpt- ES cells and gpt+ ES cells being very narrow. Cells selected with mycophenolic acid and xanthine for expression of gpt remained sensitive to HAT selection. Expression of gpt in a representative ES cell line, selected on mycophenolic acid and xanthine, was verified by Northern analysis and sensitivity to 6-thioguanine. While the level of mRNA expression in this ES cell line was insufficient to support growth via purine salvage when exposed to HAT medium, identical levels of gpt expression in HPRT- L cells, as judged by Northern analysis, allowed for normal growth in HAT medium. This suggests that ES cells place a greater demand on purine nucleotide biosynthesis than L cells. These results are discussed in terms of the use of gpt as a positive and negative selectable marker for gene targeting via homologous recombination in ES cells.